
The title of the poem reflects the theme. A "song" can be defined as poetry. It also has the connotation of a method by which to praise. Taste is obviously connected to eating, having to do with flavor and sensing. Taste also means to partake of or experience. The poem is about the universal experience of eating and the interconnection of all living things by partaking of this action. 
Snyder utilizes many techniques in "Song of the Taste". He uses repetition as a sound device and to make a point. He repeats " eating' five times to reinforce the theme. He also uses "drawing' (11) and "kissing' (18) to add to the words ending in "ing', to show the connection between these active words. Repetition is a device used in oral tradition and in the primitive oral poetry of the Native Americans. Likewise, the poet employs alliteration. There are the "1"s in "Lamb's leap" (7) and "life of living" (11 ). There are "p"s used in the fifth stanza in the words "spun" (12), "space" (13), and "grape" (14). Throughout the poem there are frequent "s" sounds. This is particularly evident in the section that says "the fleshy sweetness packed \ around the sperm of swaying trees" (3,4). The alliteration is again for aural effect. 
Speed and timing are other important aspects of the poem. Snyder uses space to equal time, consequently, he places lines on the page (both horizontally and vertically) according to the way they should be read. This technique also separates individual ideas. He uses marginal indentations to indicate an emphasis, in voice and breath. His infrequent punctuation reflects the aural nature of the work, and when it is used it separates ideas. He also chooses words that will read or sound a certain speed to create meaning. Lines seven and eight are perfect examples. "The bounce in the Lamb's leap \ the swish in the ox's tail", are lines that go quickly due to Snyder's use of a string of short words. The quickness of the lines match the image of a Lamb running and jumping around, and the movement of the ox's tail. The poet also selects words to create slower sounds and that reinforce the meaning. Examples of this are "swish" (8) which is an onomatopoeia, and "swoll" (9). The long "0" sound in "swoll" slows the reader or listener down. Snyder omitted the "en" that would have completed the word because it would have ruined the effect. The slowness of the sound adds to the image of something swelling and growing.
Another technique used by the poet is the balancing of different images. He begins with the simple, concrete images of eating grain and eggs in the first two lines. Then he uses the more abstract idea of "fleshy sweetness" in line three. This reoccurs later in the poem with line nine referring to "eating roots" as compared to stanza five, "drawing on life of living \ clustered points of light sp1U1 \ out of space \ hidden in the grape". This contrast helps define each image further. The balance between the concrete and the abstract symbolize the balance of life and nature in an ecosystem. 
The first section of the poem, distinguished by being the first sentence, primarily focuses on the act of eating. The poet eloquently describes (in lines one through ten) eating grains, eggs, fruit, meat, and vegetables. The entire section, particularly stanza three that indicates animals, conveys that the act of eating is natural, not predatory or vicious. These positive images show how eating is a commonplace and necessary part of the ecosystem. 


